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ABSTRACT. This paper presents a new approach for image digitizing in
the Cartizian three dimension XYZ coordinates. It is defined as the
displacement vector concept based on the hierarchical stereo vision
technique depending on multi camera system, distributed around the
tested object. Optical sensors without any mechanical parts under the
control of a host computer with an integrated full automatic calibra-
tion process are introduced.  Problems of this automated style are in-
vestigated. Different factors such as calibration, feature extraction,
point to point correspondence, determination of cartizian coordinates,
transformation into symbolic computer aided design form are includ-
ed. Performance of the proposed system is analyzed and results of the
application to a human foot model as a sample of testing are deter-
mined. The execution time and effort are dramatically decreased with
increased measured accuracy.

KEYWORDS: Photogrammetry, stereo vision, image, calibration, corre-
spondence, transfer matrix, Epipolar line, Cartizian.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, both computer-aided design (CAD) and computer aided manufactur-
ing (CAM) are the state of art in the modern technology where their applica-
tions are spread for high quality. So the accurate measurement of object surface
as a need to serve the human on the globe will be the target. It is important to
deal with objects having complex shapes specially that depending on their ergo-
nomic and aesthetic properties. Therefore, the study of space determination of
the real objects may be most required for help in our life in many fields of
work.
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A vision concept with an image processing hardware has been developed by
the Transfer Center inside a dark room where two black and white cameras[1],

expandable in even numbers, are attached to an analog/digital converter frame
grabber. An analog monitor displays the image with a host computer Intel-486-
DX-4/100 and 16 MB RAM, 540 MB hard disk as illustrated in Fig. 1. The de-
duced software (C language) is implemented with the operating system OS/2
based on the routine programs of the Transfer Center as a dynamic link library.
The system is controlled using the host computer, where the analog monitor
shows the original photos helping in image adjustment. The external CAD ap-
plications give the request and import the prepared data in tailored steps as
shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. The processing system.

2. Digitization

Different optical methods for digitizing the objects were appeared widely al-
though they can be classified into Active and Passive principles. In Active (on
line) methods, both light source  and sensor are attached to the  host computer
directly  while in Passive (off line) methods, one image or more would  be taken
and  then later fed  to the host  computer as a second stage. The factors of flight
time, depth of focus, triangulation, Moire', interferometery and stereo vision
may be included[2-5].

However, stereo vision as a similar double eye biological sensor can be uti-
lized and the distance between lens (eye) and their orientation image as epi-
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FIG. 2. The developed system flow chart.
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polar lines may be introduced in the algorithm. Also the techniques of image
processing such as template matching, single and double directional correlation
or coarse-to-fine matching will be required for the same features in both epipo-
lar lines. The use of multiple pairs of camera around the tested object expresses
a general vision due to the possibility of determination of the internal character-
istic[6 -7].

A procedure for merging to remove the redundant data in order to reduce the
computational effort and minimize the consumed time should be introduced
where the most important problems, as a calibration, point-to-point correspon-
dence. The 3D coordinates calculations and transformation into a symbolic
CAD system must be solved[8-9].

3. Mathematical Analysis

The stereo vision model as "Pin Hole Model" may be based on that: the lens
is a point with a focal length  "f" as the distance above the image plane. Thus,
the line equation including the focus point and the vector from image point to
the focus point may be expressed as:

v  =  vc + a(vi � vc), a = constant  (1)

Since the object point (xo, yo, zo) is an element of the line, the given object
coordinates will verify it and so:

{xi, yi, zi} = {xo f / (zo + f), yo f /  (zo + f), 0} (2)

These nonlinear equations will lead to a complicated process of calculations
in 3D coordinates (x, y, z) for the object and thus a transformation concept into
a linear system of equations would simplify the solution process in a mathemati-
cal form. Whatever, the use of homogeneous (h) coordinates (wx, wy, wz, w)
will be needed with the arbitrary constant "w" but the transformation matrix "t"
must help in the formulation. Then, mapping the 3D objects on 2D plane would
be the way in addition to the perspective transformation although the matrix
should be reduced from (4 * 4) to (4 * 3) giving that

Since the image coordinates (u, v) and that of object (x, y, z) are defined, the
pre-specified coordinates for 6 non-coplanar points will be essential in order to
deduce the unknown parameters  tij on the basis of standard routines of Gaus-
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sian-Elimination or Gauss-Siedel iteration. Considering two cameras, left (L)
and right (R), system with two transformation matrices, left and right for them,
the equations of epipolar lines can be determined for each and the object projec-
tions on both images would be easily evaluated. Finally, after the elimination of
"w" and the object coordinates, a general form for the equation may be
achieved using the least square method as[10]:

[A]t  [A] x  =  [A]t b    ,   b  = [A]  t (4)

4. Calibration

A calibration model is installed for the system where all its 3D coordinates
are predefined exactly (Fig. 3) in order to find the transformation matrix ele-
ments for each eye. This is done automatically without any interference to make
sure about the accuracy of measurement. The model has a white top points with
black background to realize the required contrast and they lie on different levels
(noncoplanar). The pins are located at 28 mm apart in the direction of x and 25
mm for y axis where z coordinate varies between 15 and 70 mm. Six points at
least would be tested while their coordinates and the corresponding images
were measured[6].

FIG. 3. Specimen with the global 3D reference coordinate system.
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The model is positioned to image the points automatically without ambiguity
in ordered manner according to the constraints:

{xi , yi} < { xi+1 , yi+1} < { xi+2 , yi+2} < {xi+3 , yi+3} (5)

where xi  and yi  are images of a point (i) in x , y coordinates, ( i = 1, 5, 9) but
for xi < xj < xi+1, then yj must be < yiÆ  

This constraint helps to uniquely and automatically defines for the image co-
ordinates in both cameras. Whenever the high accuracy is reached (less than 0.4
mm) and consumes only 15 seconds including the two images, scanning and
generating the two transformation matrices. This depends on converting the im-
age into a binary shape[1] through a suitable dynamic threshold and the origin is
taken at the bottom of maximum left point. This process is implemented with
the proposed algorithm shown in Fig. 4 where the center (xc, yc) is computed
from  the binary image  for the middle point  as

(xc, yc)  = {(xR + xL)  / 2 , (yT + yB) / 2 } (6)

FIG. 4. Algorithm for detecting the calibration points coordinates by using the central point.
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The deduced results should be modified (Fig. 5) and its results will be sub-
jected to a third method as a center of gravity (Fig. 6 ) for accuracy where num-
ber of pixels with high  intensity is poor compared to the other inside the tested
window. A cut off intensity value as a minimum should be introduced. A low
pass filter is applied to remove the high frequency components of calibration as
well as noise consuming more time but for the aimed high accuracy. 

Three different concepts (without, with fixed, and dynamic cut off) are includ-
ed although the center of gravity is always shifted to the center of the computa-
tion window in the first concept. It is not always good in the second because of
the difference in illumination while last one depends on four principles as the or-
igin, and the three points with lowest and highest and average value of intensity.
An algorithm for accurate coordinates is developed  (Fig. 7) through a feedback
process to overcome the problems of noise and bad illumination as well as to re-
duce the digitization effect.  This may be reflected to the resolution of the meas-
uring device, 400-800 pixel as a standard and the computed coordinates can be
only integer which is not the real case causing a difference value of "d".

However, the effect of number of the calibrated points on the accuracy may
be resulted as in Fig. 8 and noting that more calibrated points will raise the ac-
curacy required for the digitization process. So, it is recommended to build a
special calibration plate model with a large number of points, which must com-
pletely cover the measured area.

5. Correspondence

The problem here is created due to the appeared two images for the same ob-
ject where they were specified as left and right images. This means that the sin-
gle system of 3D Cartizian coordinates is transformed into double system of 2D
images, which are simpler and consequently the relationship between both sim-
ple images becomes the target. Although the two images are deduced from the
original object, the process of determination of the relative corresponding points
in both will be managed.

However, the allocation of image coordinates in one plane of them and the
corresponding in the second appears as a very complex problem. The area based
stereo and feature based stereo methods beside the proposed concept here will
reduce the computational time and effort during the process of noise and inter-
ference elimination. The window according to the area based stereo method as
m columns and n rows can present the left and the right images on a similarity
base looking for the highest value inside the factor of light intensity between
pixels. A simple fast evaluation of the sum d of light intensity differences may
be expressed as:
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FIG. 5. Algorithm for detecting the calibration points coordinates by using the high intensity
points.
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FIG. 6. Algorithm for detecting the calibration points coordinates by using the center of gravity
approach.
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FIG. 7. Algorithm for improving the calculated center of gravity.
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The value of difference decreases with light intensity increase although it de-
pends not only on the intensity but also on the level of contrasting. Then, a nor-
malized image may be deduced to accelerate the operation with the variance σL
because it must be calculated only once leading to an error "e" in the form:

On the other hand, the high pass filtering can remove the low frequency com-
ponents in addition to the reduction of searching area to improve the perfor-
mance of a tested object since the corresponding point can only lie on the epipo-
lar line. So, the search may be only on the epipolar line instead of the window.
Otherwise, the coarse to fine (for images with low resolution) or the multistage
match technique will reduce the computational time. Images with low resolu-
tion can be obtained by dividing high resolution into small blocks of equal size
and averaging the light intensity over each block, then, getting the matching
blocks. Thus, fine matching will be rapidly realized.

Moreover, two problems appeared during searching when several points exist
in the right image with a great similarity surrounding area. In this case the cor-
responding points are located within the uniform region. The second may be
created when an object point is visible by only one camera of the pair because
of their different viewpoints leading to a mistake in the maximum correlation.
The thresholding would be a check for such condition rejecting any data below
the specified level.

FIG. 8. Error.
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Moreover, the search for the corresponding points may be tailored into two
successive steps where the feature points must be extracted from both images
and then they should be matched. Only those points of similar class can be
matched as edges with edges and corners for corners. As given above the histor-
ical information of previous steps will highly reduce the search area from the
whole window to the interested epipolar line of 600 points as a standard value.
Consequently, new reduction for the length of the epipolar line (600 points) to
only some several points  (about 15) can be achieved since the distance between
a previous point and its next should be updated. Both displacement vector and
epipolar line would be intersected at the required start point taking only a few
points before and similar after (Fig. 9 a, b).

FIG. 9(a). The displacement vector method.

FIG. 9(b). The displacement vector.
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A correspondence table must be constructed with zero elements, and then lat-
er, each zero element can be replaced by the new updated value obtained for
each point. From the point of the nearest known point, the search may start (Fig.
10) on the basis of the correspondence table to ensure the detection of the near-
est point. This will be terminated when the first point is obtained according to
the algorithm of Fig. 11 (where shorter distance gives higher accuracy).

TABLE  1. Overview of measurement techniques.

        System        Method
Range Accuracy Dim. of

Speed (pt/s)
Price

     (mm) (micron) data (1000$)

   Time of light Pulsed laser 103 - 1010 2000 - 3000 1      10    6 - 18

   Time of light Modulated 10 50 1      10 15 - 30
amplitude

   Time of light Frequency 103 - 104 100 - 500 1      > 100k 15 - 30
modulated

   Point of Theodolite system 103 - 104 < 100 3      0.1 30 - 60
   triangulation

   Point of Laser projection 1 - 100 10 - 100 1      > 10k 0.3 - 1.5
   triangulation

   Point of Laser line 1- 100 10 - 100 2      > 10k   3 - 7.5
   triangulation

   Depth of focus Laser line  1 - 3   < 1 1      1000 15 - 75

   Photogrammetry Stereo on line 10 - 103 100 3      Low   30 - 300

   Photogrammetry Stereo off line 103 - 104 100 3      Low   30 - 300

The length of a displacement vector may not be the same in both images due
to the existence of edges with different similarity. Normally, these edge points
are adjusted to each other and the test path becomes only one or two points
leading to a high reduction for searching time relative to the other case (search-
ing  along  the  length  of  the  epipolar line). Thus, the execution time could be
reduced to 10 % at least.

However, the two cameras are installed very close to get identical images for
the best accuracy. A tolerance means that the point of intersection of a displace-
ment vector and epipolar line in the right image is not taken exactly but some
few near points should be checked selecting the highest similarity. The number
of tested points depends on the length of displacement vector where twice its
length is safe practically. A pair camera system can be adjusted to overcome the
problem of accuracy but the calibration process must be repeated for each pair
individually if moved.
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FIG. 10. The search path for the nearest point.

TABLE 2. Comparison for different systems.

      System Opto shape Eco- Scan Opto- CAM Hyscan Replica Proposed

   Resolution (pixel) 700 × 512 768 × 512 N/A N/A N/A 768 × 512

   Field of view (mm) 20 × 14 120 × 80 150 × 120 90 50 300 × 300

   Accuracy (micron) +/� 10 +/� 100 +/� 60 +/� 125 +/� 125 +/� 50

   Range in Z (mm) 20 30 100 100 1000 200

   Dim. (mm) 160/95/65 100/100/33 300/120/100 260/112/86 200/120/100 300/300/180

   Weight (g) 1800 600 1500 2250 600 750

   Speed (point/s) 3000 N/A N/A 10 k > 5k 6k

   Price (1000$) 60 30 23 30 45 5

   No. of axes 2 + 2 3 + 2  3   3 3 3
   (rotation-linear)

   Merging of multiple Yes Only on CAD Only on CAD � � Yes
   range image

   Automated and calib. Yes No No No No Yes

   N/A (not available)
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FIG. 11. Algorithm for the nearest known point.
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6.  System Performance

Both accuracy and speed are the most important factors in the process of im-
age recognition because they reflect the characteristic of the overall system that
should reply the real time needs. The accuracy depends on the sensor head (cam-
era pair) while the mean error of the calibration model can be determined during
the calibration operation. Results present a mean error of 0.2 pixel per image or
0.04 mm in the 3D coordinates. The grid may be scaled with 0.1 mm division
and an area of 0.01 square millimeter. Using the sensor head with a pixel size of
28 by 28 microns in space, approximately 12-13 single measurement points cor-
respond to one discrete surface point. Whatever with un-correlated measure-
ments a reduction of noise leads to accuracy of 10-12 microns.

On the other hand, speed analysis for the experimental here at 100 MHz is
applied to a calibration at about 15-20 seconds but this process of calibration
will be affected if the ambient temperature is highly varied. Also, performance
results of the proposed system can be tailored as:

1 � Four camera pairs need 20 ms for capturing / image with 160 ms overall.
2 � Normalization and smoothing for 4 images at 3*3 biased neighborhood

requires 6 s.
3 � Detection for the edge point needs 15-20 µs per point.
4 � Corresponding process takes about 25-30 µs per point.
5 � Time for adapting different images for CAD applications consumes

about 15-20 µs.

For example the digitization of a human foot model with an automated se-
quence of 8 images, 4 pairs of cameras, from different points with about 800000
measurement points takes about 60 seconds. For Pentium level of computers the
improved characteristics give:

1 � With pentium processor clocked at 166 MHz, the execution time will be
reduced to only 30-40 % of the above (486) system.

2 � Parallel processors decrease time as 16000 points consume 1 s.

3 � Special hardware for image smoothing and edge detection will save the
computational time leading to the reduction of the required time.  So 100000
points require only 8 seconds for the same host computer.

4 � Reference points can form a grid to raise the accuracy.

7. Conclusion

1 � A new range image based on stereo vision is developed to present a high
accuracy measurements, reducing the computational time and effort.
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2 � The calibration process can be fully automated and integrated with the
proposed technology so that the suggested technique can be recommended for
the application in different areas.

3 � The commercial production for wide utilization of the given new concept
due to its low price is available.

4 � The suggested concept is reliable since it permits the possibility of exten-
sion for more than one pair of cameras.

5 � The variation in the image intensity can be normalized easily.

6 � The developed software modifies the performance of images through
smoothing and edge detecting with low and high filters.
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